Editorial

This issue of JARA is the 25th anniversary edition, hence the special cover. This volume also is special since it contains an expanded Archives section outlining the history of ARA written by Jerry Altpiner. In addition, Carol De Filippo has generated an author and subject index for all volumes of JARA. I believe you will find both of these extra efforts very useful. In 1993 we will also publish the result of a three and a half year effort with our second full-sized monograph Research in Aural Rehabilitation edited by J.P. Gagné and Nancy Tyr Murray. The publication date is late summer 1993. Hard or soft cover editions will be available.

Thanks to the JAR associate editors. They have been very willing to provide skilled, detailed, and diplomatic comment for which authors frequently express heartfelt gratitude. If this journal is a success, it stems from their outstanding effort. This year, the Editor would also like to acknowledge Sue Erdmann and Charissa Lanning for their exceptional contributions to the review process. They have provided authors with exemplary assistance with the scientific as well as mechanical aspects of good journal writing.

Finally, welcome and best wishes to the new JARA editor, Patricia Krivos.

Donald Sims
Editor